
Dialogue with a Demon 
Did the devil make you do it? 
By:  Dr. Joy S. Pedersen  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Introduction 

To clarify my history as it relates to this subject, Archangel Michael came to me in 2004 

telling me I was him incarnate asking me write his book, “Wisdom of the Guardian” and to 

join him in a healing practice. I didn’t realize at the time what that exactly meant, would 

entail, or where we were heading but it felt natural to agree. I since realized it was my life 

path and calling.  

Early on there was a day that he and I were standing on my balcony and a demon 

appeared. Michael did nothing so I got rid of it. Then I yelled at Michael, “Isn’t that your 

job!” It occurred to me later that he was teaching me that I had the innate ability to 

eliminate them. As it turned out, I used that ability clearing thousands of demons over the 

years. Of course, Michael is always with me in my sessions. 

Over the years, we worked with clients who seemed to be old souls, with a high 

purpose, who had some blocks. Over the telephone we would identify and clear the hidden 

causes of the challenges negatively affecting their business and personal lives. 

It turned out to be my calling and gift to clear darkness and it became a large part of 

my focus. Clearing it is different than fully understanding the nuances of their existence and 

influence. As the dark leadership has been either eliminated or moved into the light, we are 

working toward a time when they no longer have influence.  

As it is my current calling to start educating people about the dynamics and 

discoveries made during my work with Michael clearing darkness, I wanted and needed a 

deeper understanding of them. The goal is to help people understand it to avoid their 

negative effect which is more common than realized. Toward that end, Michael and other 

heavenly colleagues have been shedding more light on the subject.  

After hanging up the telephone from discussing the subject with a colleague, I felt 

Michael’s presence so tuned in immediately to get his message. He always begins his 

communications with me in a certain manner. But, then I felt a totally different sharper 

energy come through. The following is the message I then received, which turned out to be 

from a demon. 
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Message from a Demon 
My, my, my were you a sight. Fearless Joy trying to get the demons. Well, my dear, you 

missed one - me. I am here sitting beside you waiting to speak to you about all this. This is 

actually my assignment. 

I am to guide you as to our rules of this game. I am to tell you how the game is played 

and how we take advantage of people, so here goes.  

We look for easy victims. We look for people who are distracted when their guard is 

down. Yep, that’s our tactic. We can stay hidden for a very long time because we know how 

and where to hide and then work on your nerves when least expect it. Why? Because that is 

our calling. That is what we are here to do. We are here on assignment to distract you, 

persuade you, and test you. We are the little buggers who are speaking in your head the 

thoughts about eat this, eat that, do this and do that. We want you to misbehave. We get 

points for getting you to misbehave. We watch over your every move to see if we can 

challenge you to misbehave and not choose what would be better for you.  

We are here to teach you a lesson. We are the ones who undermine you when you 

least expect it. We watch to see the opportune times to trip you up. Yes, that is our 

assignment - to trip you up, test you and teach you a lesson. That is your karma baby. We do 

a very good job of it, I might add.  

The Rule Breakers 
We are the rule breakers. We are the ones who tempt you, test you, and make sure you 

break the rules. If you have broken the rules, you are likely carrying a boatload of us within 

your energy field. The lawbreakers, in particular, are infested with nests of us. Why? Because 

they have likely done many things to invite us in. You think all this is by accident? Not, as 

much as you think.  

What do you do to invite us in?  
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You just have to look crossed eyed, and we can get in. It is when you are thinking less 

than good and right thoughts; fearful thoughts ideally. When you are in fear, we feed off that 

fear. [You have nothing to worry about here, Michael is with you as we speak. I am on 

assignment and must reveal these secrets to you. It isn’t by choice.]  

When you are not focused inward. We do the most damage when you give your 

attention to others. It is through others we usually jump ship and come into you. People are 

our carriers; technology our tools. It doesn’t matter the device. Anywhere you get the warm 

fuzzies, you can get us. You get attracted to a man, an outfit, a gun. It doesn't matter, it’s the 

attraction itself that can let us in - lust. Anytime you lust after something, it opens a doorway. 

Remember the 7 deadly sins? That is why anytime you are responding from an emotion less 

than love, you open the door to let us in. There is love and then there is us.  

How do you let us in?  

You can breathe us in. We can break through your energy field by the emotion you are 

feeling when it is less than desirable. A certain look. A feeling. Feeling less than is a big one. 

We infiltrate your energy field and get absorbed within your DNA. Those of us who are 

attached on the outside are the ones less devious. Those that get absorbed on the inside 

are the serious players. I am a serious player. I was brought here to teach you a lesson so you 

would learn the nuances and grades of demons and the roles we play. 

When we want to mess with you, we find the openings and avenues to do that. We are 

very specific in our approach. We look for the emotional moments, the distractions, and then 

we attack when least expect it.  

We can keep ourselves very hidden and then give you the idea that it is your 

subconscious thoughts giving you the guidance but it is us speaking through your own mind 

telling you not to do something that is for your highest good or to take action that is less 

than desirable for the greater good. That is our job and the way we undermine you.  

What do we look like?  

We are ugly by your standards. Our energy fields are dense by comparison. We are 

dark by nature. We are small or large, come in different shapes and sizes but primarily 

devised to look scary to unnerve you. We were created beings. We were created for this job 
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by God. He needed someone on the playing field to do this and we were chosen/created 

and set in motion to be the parts of the game used to undermine the players to make sure 

they missed their mark as well as learn their lessons. We also took advantage many times by 

getting carried away with ourselves and our assignments. It’s fun to be a demon for awhile 

but then it can get old. Now, it is time we are all becoming worn and are being called back 

in droves. There are less of us now than ever before. Thanks to a large part to your work and 

also to the countless others who do something similar. But, mostly God has decreed the 

game is over, the terms have ended, and it is time to go home.  

Those of us who have worked at going after the biggest lights, get the biggest rewards 

for our efforts. Those of us who have been able to do the most damage, get rewarded the 

most. When we knock a big player out of the box, off his path, etc., we are rewarded. Those 

that surpass our efforts as have you, cause us not to fare as well. You, for example, have 

been a major target for many years and lifetimes. Lifetime after lifetime we may come back 

to undermine you in this game. Once you have succeeded, we get many demerits. When 

you surpass us, you get major points, besides survival.  

There isn’t much left here to the imagination but I can assure you there are many 

tactics we have hidden. There are those who play this game with us willingly because they 

have no willpower. They are the ones who give their power away easily. Then there are those 

who just get swayed by the latest and greatest; the trend seekers. The thrill seekers are filled 

with us. We love a great ride! 

Drug dealers and takers and alcoholics all are easy marks but also we are easily 

swaying their behaviors. With every drug and drink, we can sway to the darkside. There is 

such little self discipline that most people are easy targets through these means. Their 

senses are blurred and they choose activities that are less than optimal and open themselves 

up to lesser than desirable behavior. We can easily sway them toward the lesser of two 

options.  

We can put ideas into people’s head to steal something, use someone, lie, cheat and 

hurt someone and justify any bad behavior imaginable.  

If you don’t have the moral compass, the standards, the discipline, and the love within 

of self and others, you are easily victimized. And, can be used to easily victimize others.  

When you are working for the light, however, you are targets in more ways than one. 

We do battle with you daily. Every temptation that you succumb to is a win for our side. 

Every time we distract you from your work, we get points. 
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All this was set in motion a long time ago. It always had a deadline. We are nearing the 

end of the game. The light was always supposed to win in the end as that is the way the 

game was set up. But, now the time was to get interesting because now the biggest test was 

to come because at this juncture, the game was coming to a close and we had to make sure 

everyone who was going to pass on had the most growth and stability and had to be pushed 

to the max to make sure they could withstand the next trials and errors. If they didn’t 

toughen up, this next section would not allow them as much growth. The most growth 

comes from playing this part of the game - the survival of the fittest.  

Now, that everyone is moving toward love, there will be no push for excellence. It will 

be about letting go rather than excelling. You reach greater heights when you are pushed. 

When you let go, you become more complacent. There’s less growth that way. It’s always 

been that way.  

Our Rules 
We can come in and terrorize you but we are not to kill you. We can use others, 

however, to kill you. That is not our job. We can undermine someone on the brink of a 

situation getting unruly but we aren’t allowed to kill. That is what people do to each other. 

We are more nuisances that help put people over the edge. If we can get someone to really 

hurt themselves or another, then we have gone too far. But, there are many of us who have 

played unfairly. Free will exists for us too.  

There was an even playing field at one time and then things got out of hand because 

too many people began to take advantage of others and the scales became out of balance. 

They are being brought back into balance. There are many things in place for that now. Now, 

is the time. Now, it is the time for us to get out of the way.  

When someone has a pure heart and always goes within and listens to Source, there 

isn’t much we can do. We can try, but it isn’t likely we’ll succeed. Everyone who looks outside 

of themselves is an easy mark. Anyone who comes from a place that is less than love, is also 

an easy mark. They can easily be used and manipulated. Even when we slip into someone, if 

someone is based on love, they unlikely harm another. It is often the way in which they treat 

themselves, however, and that is something we have altered often. We have distracted them 

from helping others as they should. We get them worried about things so they aren’t 

focused on what they should be doing for the results they should be going after.  
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Bad Habits 
You only have to let go of bad habits to diminish our results. Those that aren’t 

disciplined, don’t go within, and aren’t living in peace and tranquility, are susceptible to our 

tactics. 

Choose wisely who and what you listen to. If the advice doesn’t make sense or seems 

out of alignment with your moral compass, don’t do it. If you are saying things that are 

incongruent to who you are, you are likely infected with one of us.  

You can easily release us. We have little power over you since you are so powerful and 

know your Source. Most people have no idea they have any power, let alone have a 

relationship to their Source the way you do. Once in doubt about God, we can have at them 

easily. Those that have a strong faith in God, Jesus, who they are, etc. are not ideal 

candidates but it doesn’t mean they aren’t still victimized. 

Greed, avarice, etc., are all culprits in undermining. Envy what someone has, and we 

are on the case.  

Remember who you are and we have no power over you. Being true to you and your 

Source within and we have no power over you. You have only to look outside of yourself 

once and we can have you and undermine you.  

How can you protect yourself from us?  
Be mindful of what you say and do. Do not succumb to emotions. Be in love and you 

are fine. Succumb to emotions of any kind and you open yourself up. So, keep yourself in 

balance at all times. Be at peace. When at peace, you are not penetrable.  
Your crosses are sometimes useful but by and large they are not. You can ask God for 

specific protection. Archangel Michael is the one to call upon if we are giving you trouble. 

Sometimes we even want to be found, but that is on the rare occasion. We would rather 

fight the good fight. Until now that is. Now, the time is drawing to an end and we are as 

tired of this game as you. We are ready to fall in alignment once again with the light. Our 

penance is up. 

### 
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What does this mean to you? 
 The insights given here are useful to understand you have more power over the 

results you experience in your life if you come from a place of love and make an effort to 

choose what is for your highest good.  

 But, regardless, we are all faced with these dynamics and are affected by the efforts of 

demons. But, now, at least, we understand why. Fortunately, we have the ability to identify 

and clear their infiltration in your energy field. We can also clear the cause of the energies, 

emotions and habits that are providing an opening for them to infiltrate you. Now, when we 

begin working with a new client, our first effort is to clear all the darkness from within that 

was infiltrated and accumulated since birth. Once all has been removed that is sabotaging 

from within, it is easier to begin releasing the effects of old programming, limiting beliefs, 

unhealed memories and emotions contributing to blocks to effortless success.  

For free reports, and other useful spiritual information, go to:   

http://www.GiftsfromJoy.com 

 

Joy S. Pedersen is the Founder and President of Express Success 
LLC. She is an #1 international best-selling author and award-
winning spiritual healer, Doctor of Divinity, non-denomination 
ordained minister, Licensed Spiritual Healer and Coach.  

She largely helps business owners and leaders identify and clear 
the hidden causes of their challenges affecting money, business, 
relationships, health and wellbeing over the telephone or Skype 
to her international clientele to achieve more effortless success. 
Her pro bono work identifies and clears the causal level of the 
atrocities negatively affecting humanity. 

It all began when Archangel Michael appeared before her asking her to join him in a healing 
practice and write his book, “Wisdom of the Guardian: Treasures from Archangel Michael To 
Change Your Life”. “Clear Your Past and Change Your Future” explains their work together 
clearing the cause of darkness, opening up Heaven on Earth and the possibilities for your 
future. It also includes a number of messages from God. She has been channeling God, 
angels and others since 1994.   
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Join our private community at http://www.HelpfromHeaven.com. 
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